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Wnh the ald of nmosxond laser flash photolysls OH IS chemrcally produced and obsrrted ‘*colLsron inx* The rota- 
uonal states show Inverted populatron m the .\ doublets J ’ = 312, S/2,1/2. and 912 oi ‘n312 and antl-mverslon III the 
hgher rotatIona states The mtensltles of the mam and satelhte absorption hnes further mdxate an mversron III specti 
h) perfiie states Apphcatlon to mterstrllar OH maser emfisIon IS consIdered 

Smce microwave ermssron from mterstelku OH 
has been observed, much pork has been devoted to 
cakulate conditions for mkcrslon and antl-mverslon 
of OH molecular states The 18 cm hne of OH 1s th2 
first molrcular lme lscovered by radro techniques 
[I]. Subsequent obsenatlons of the IS cm OH emls- 
son led to the suggestlon that maser amphficatlon 1s 
mvolved [2]. These OH maser sources have been dwd- 

2d mto several categories type I. type II?. and IIb, 
&ff2rmg m theu 2mlsslon properties. Whereas type 
II sources are thought to origmate from mfrared pump- 
mg m2chamsms. type I may be th2 result of chenucal 
processes, although these latter sources have been the 
subject of a large number of pumpmg rheorles [3] 
The th2oretrcal treatment was able to gve an elplana- 
uon of special fratures, but there IS still lack of a com- 
przhensne descrlptron of the phenomena. 

Wule OH IS of gr2at mterest m “mterstelkr chem- 
My”. this same molecule plays also an important role 
m atmosphsrtc chemistry For that reason an attempt 
was mad2 to study the formation of OH from the reac- 
tion of metastable oxygen atoms w~rh water molecules, 
which IS a major formation mechanism m the atmo- 
sphere Therefor we hav2 set up an evperunent to 
produce and observe OH radicals under special condi- 
tions. The UV photolysls of ozone IS the source of 
metastable O(‘D) atoms which react chemically w1t.h 
Hz0 to produce OH according to the reaction 
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O(‘D) + H,O --f OH + OH. (1) 

The experlm2ntal apparatus IS deplcted III fig. 1. 
The fourth harmoruc of a Nd-Yag laser at 266 nm 
forms the photolysls beam. Part of the second harrnoruc 
of the laser pumps a dye laser which IS pressure tuned 
and frequency doubled to monitor the OH molecules 
As the excited oxygen atoms III the system need a 
certam time to react with water the second harmonic 
of the Yag laser IS optically delayed. All experiments 
to be described in the followmg were carried out with 
ozone at 2 Torr and H20 at 10 Torr and T= 298 K. 
Pressures are controlled by a capacity manometer. 
The gases are continuously flowmg through the cell 
wtuch has a length of 2 cm. 

Fig. 1. Schematic drawmg of the evpenmentai arrangment 
HBS harmonic beam sphtter, DL- delay hne, BS. beam 
stzhtter. S- sample, F- filter; D detector. 
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The photolysis beam is reflected to pass the system 
twrce m order to form an O(lD) concentration within 
the beam path as homogeneous as possble. The diam- 
eter of the monitoring dye-laser beam IS always smaller 
than that of the photolysing beam. 

The tune profile of the two beams 1s characterised 
by 7 ns and 6 ns halfwrdths, respectively. The delay 
tune between the two hght pulses was kept constant 
at 20 ns From the known rate constant of reaction 
(1) and the concentrations of the gases we calculate 
a reaction ttme of about 13 ns to form the OH [G] _ 
The OH radicals produced m the reaction therefore 
suffer at most one colhsion m the system. We con- 
sider this to be an appro\unately collisron-free expen- 
ment as far as OH is concerned. The influence of col- 
hsrons was studred by observmg the reaction also at 60 
ns delay tune. These measurements show that rota- 
tional relaxation 1s faster than expected but does not 
influence the results taken at 20 ns. 

It should be menttoned that observatron of the OH 
radicals is carried out by theu UV absorption. There- 
fore the monitor beam IS spht into two beams, one of 
which IS traversmg the cell, the other one passes by. 
The srgnals of the detectors are processed in a dlfferen- 
tral amphfier and a boxcar mtegrator. This technique 
is sensitive up to I.&r0 < O-l%, so that very accurate 
absorption measurements can be carned out. 

Fig. 2 represents that part of the OH level diagram 
which is of unportance for the discusston of the results. 
Observatron of the X ‘lT3,, 1/2 (u” = 0,J”) + A2C.+ 

(v’ = 0. J’) 
-1 

t ransrtrons was made. Fwe branches 
were registered for the spur component 21T,,2 (Rt , P, , 

Q1. Qzl, R,,) and three for the spin component 

‘RvZ (R2, Q2, Qzl) *. As the hyperfine splittmg m 
the rotational ground state IS of the order of 50 htHz 
tlus sphttmg cannot be resolved_ From the intenstres 
of the rotational transitions in the drfferent Tines we 
can calculate the number densities of OH in the dt 
ferent rotational states using the known oscillator 
strengths [6]. 

Results are m fig. 3. This figure contains the m- 
formation from measurement of the Q1, R,, QZ1, and 
R,, lines for K" = 1-6. As the main and satelhte 
lures originate from the same initial rotational state, 

* The rotatronal branch termmology IS that normally emp[oy- 
ed for OH; see ref. [S]. 
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FIN. 7. Rotational level dragram of X *n,/, (0” = 0.J”) - 
A 2 Z+ (u’ = 0, S) transitlon, showing schemahcally fiie- 
structure and hyperfme-structure splitting and Q,(l). 
Q2r(1). R,(l). Rzl(i), and P,(l) trans~trons. A, B. C and D 
dexnbe the microwave transitions of the 18 cm OH tine 
(A: 1612 MHz, B. 1665 MHz. C- 1667 MHz, D: 1720 MHz). 
The rotatIonal branch terminology is that normaNy emptoyecf 
for OH 151. The diagram is not to scale. 

e.g. Q1( 1) and Q21( 1) (see fig. 2), the number densi- 
ties calculated from the line intensities should be the 
same for each such pair. Hence, the arithmetic mean 
of the respecttve Q and R pairs is taken. These values 
are in fig. 3 and are character&d by Q(kI*) or R(D-), 
respectively. As the absorption intensity Iabs = IO - L, 

Fig. 3. Plot of hi {(fabs&)i(~r;‘T/fl(zr’ + I)j-’ ) VZESIIS 
rotational energy E(r’) o:dlfferent A doublets of OH *q2 

v, 
(u = 0). 
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is proportional to the relative population of OH m 
each state and the correspondtng oscularor strength, 
we get 

(2) 

For a temperature I 

AN= /N = [(X.!” + 1)/Q, ] exp [--E(J”)lic/kT], (3) 

E(J”) and Q, representing the energy of the rotatxonal 
state J” and the rotational partition function. From 

@), 

(4) 

Th1.s function IS m fig 3 for the Q and R lmes. The ex- 
penmental results represent the popul2tIon of the in- 
divldual rotatlonal subleveis divided by therr de- 
generacy_ 

Jf we assume that the experimental results are de- 
scribed by a straight hne m thus representation we can 
defme 2 temperature for each of the t-.vo drstnbutions. 
Each dlstrlbutlon refers to one of the two levels of 
a specific A doubIet. Then xt foIIows that the. popuI2- 
tton of the OH molecules m the dtiferent A doublet 
components IS described by an mdlvidual apparent 
rotatsonal temperature as mdlcated in the msert m 
fig_ 3. The results m fig 3 mdlcate that the I\ doublets 
of the ‘JJ3iz mamfoid show population inversIon for 
J” = 312,512, ‘712, and 912 and antAnversion for J” 
htgher than 9/2. 

It can be deduced from fig. 3 and eq. (4) that we 
can directly determine the difference Atz in the 
populatton of two rekvant A doublet states from 
the difference between equivalent positions in the 
temperature representations. These vaIues are gven 
in table 1, column 2 shou mg the values deterred 
from the experiment, and column 3 showmg the 
values cakulated from the temperature representatzons. 
It should be mentioned that there are some devlatlons 
of the experiment& results from 2 stra&t line whtch 
cannot be described by experimental error. Especiaily 
the results for Q1(2) and QI (3) always show the same 
behavior, that QI(2) 1s to the left and QI (3) to the 
right from the calculated temperarure distnbutlon. 

In add&on to the observation of population inver- 
sion and anti-inversion as a result of reaction (I), there 
15 another phenomenon wtuch follows from the mea- 
surements. 

Table 1 
Values of &z a) from the mdwrdual e-xperunentai results (exp) 
2nd from the temperature dlstributlons (temp), taken from 
fig. 3 N(r?) ES always the number densdy AH”*- of the upper 
component of the X doublet, and N(fl^) wee versa 

jnevp 

0.15 
0.04 
020 
0.13 

-0 03 
-0.12 

&emp 

0 17 
0.14 
0 IO 
0.05 

-0 01 
-0 09 

It can be seen from fig. 2 that e g. both Ql(K) and 
QZ1(K) transItions refer to the same imtial state but 
cixffer Ln their respective foal states J’ = .I” or J’ = 
J” + l_ When using the correct transition probabilities 
one shoutd expect to deduce from these two transr- 
tlons Identical for the populations for the initial state. 
But this was never the case, using the transition prob- 
abllttles 3s gwen by Earls [6] _ instead these number 
densities were always found to deviate up to 254, 
bemg different m different rotational states. We pro- 
pose the followmg explanation for our expenmenta1 
fmdlngs: 

Each A doublet component is spht mto two levels 
charactertsed by the quantum number F due to the 
interaction of nuclear spin I with the total angular 
momentum J. Tlus is demonstrated in the level 
hagram of fig. 2 for the lowest rotational state J” = 
3/2 of 7JJ3,z. The transltlons Ql(l) and Q2t(1) 
couple the ground state Hnth rotational states in the 
‘Xi manifold with qu~tum numbers J’ = 3/2 and 
l/2, the corresponding FvaIues being 1 and 2, and 0 and 
1. respectively. Due to the selection rule fU = +l , 
the upper states of the RI(l) and Rzl(l) transitions 
are described by the quantum numbersJ’ = S/2 and 
312 and therefore have F quantum numbers 3 and 2, 
or 2 and 1, respectively. From the rigorous selection 
rules AF= 0, A1 and F= 0 + F= 0, it follows that 
there IS a different number of transitions if Q,(K) 
or Q21(K) imes are considered. The same is true for 
RI(K) and Rzr(K) lmes. In case of a non-thermal 
distribution of the different hyperfme states, tbis 
ti mff uence the intensities of the main and 
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satelhte transitions of each pair to a drfferent extent. 
As we do not have at the moment deftite information 
on the probabrhty of specific hyperfine transrtions we 
can only speculate from general rules and information 
from the infrared and microwave spectrum [3]. 

If we normalize the expressions 

whrch are mdicative for the level population, to one 
for the case of a thermal drstributron, then any mea- 
sured deviation of these rattos from one indrcates a 
non-thermal population m the drfferent hyperfiie 
levels. If we assume the absorption intensitres to be 
proportional to the degeneracies of the states, then 
a ratio larger than one IS indicatrve of a population 
antr-mversron for the two hyperfiie states of the 
same A component, whereas the reverse IS true m the 
case that these ratios are smaller than one. From the 
measurements we obtam the followmg values for 
J”= 312 of 2113,2, 

E%l,,,(,)([%gJ~l = o-88 
and 

Referring to the level scheme shown m fig. 2, thrs 
means that the upper A doublet is anti-inverted in the 
two different hyperfiie levels and the lower A 
doublet is mverted. 

As a consequence the spectroscoprc condmons for 
maser emission are most favorable in the case of the 
F= 1 +F= 1 main transition (B hne, see fig. 2) 
with frequency 1665 MHz. This is also the strongest 
emission line of a type I interstellar OH maser [3]. 
Due to the much lower transition probability of 
theF=l+F=2transition(Alineat1612MHz) 
we expect this emission to be weaker. The F = 2 + 

F= 1 transition (D lute at 1720 MHz) and thz F= 2 + 
F= 2 mam transrtion (C he at 1667 MHz) are passr%Ie 
with low amphfication. We can summarize from the 
observatrons demonstrated in fig. 3 that due to popuia- 
tion inversion m the doublets of J” = S/2,7/2 and 912 
the necessary conditron for maser emission is also givat. 
Except for J” = 9/2 these mterstelhn masers are ob- 
served [2,3] _ 

The observatrons further show that related to a 
temperature distrrbution as indicated in fig. 3, nearly 
half of the OH molecules from reaction (1) are formed 
in the vrbrationless state. As the reaction is exothermic, 
we expect to fmd the other half in higher excited 
states as was observed [7] _ Our own absorption mea- 
surements indrcate for the higher rotational states 
(K> 7) strong devration from these thermal distributions. 

It is interesting to note that in the reaction 

H+N02+OH+P;‘0 (51 

MarieUa and Luntz [8] observed population anti-m- 
version for rotational levels K” > 7. In the same reac- 
tion ter Meulen et al. [9] found population inversion 
inthehdoubletsforK= 1,2and3,butinthiscase 
the experiment was not collision free so that the 
authors could not exclude a collision mechanism via 
the decay of exerted states. These rebtits strongly in- 
dicate a srmilar behavior as in our experiment_ it 
seems possible that the observations discussed in this 
paper are part of a more general phenomenon_ 

A few remarks should be made concerning the 
chemical pumping of interstellar OH masers. We 
cannot exclude that other OH-forming exothermic 
reactions also show population inversion. A possibIe 
candidate could be the fast reaction f 

O(lD)+H=+OH+H, (6) 

which is much more probable in interstellar media 
than reaction (1) because of the higher abundance of 
H2_ But in addition to inversion, processes must be 
found which depopulate the OH ground state to 
maintain population inversion. Although the reaction 

H+OH+H2+0 (7) 

is exothermic, its activation energy makes this reaction 
effectrve only m the warmer regions of the clouds_ 
The oxygen atom reacts quickly, destroying one more 

* For special rate constants of reachons (6)-(9) see ref- [loo- 
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OH and formmg a hydrogen atom again, thus starting 
a cham, 

0+OH+02+H. (8) 

CO. whrch 1s present to a much smaller extent than H, 
reacts very qurchly with OIi to start the same cham 
mechamsm, 

CO+OH-+CO, +H. (9) 

Both reacttons (8) and (9) are fast under al1 thermal 
condrtrons. Photodrssocratron of OH provrdrs a 
further unk for the OH molecules. 

Besrdes the imestrgatron ofhrgher rotatronal and 
vrbratronal states of OH formed in reaction (I), we 
shall prove the possrbdlty of formmg an mverted 
populatton of OH tn reactron (6) 

The authors are grateful to the DFG for fiianctal 
support of thus work 
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